
Visual spaces recreate the 
look, feel & flow of working 

together in-person. 



Information overload Overwhelmed by meetings

Online meeting fatigue Feelings of disconnection



Stand Up

Social 
space

Distributed teams

Create your perfect team space

Embed live reports and 
resources

Bring back the water cooler

Reimagine zones for fun and play

Marketing 
campaign 
check-in

Individual 
work



Workshops & events

Create the perfect environment

Move naturally

Embed information. Collaborate 
in the same space.

Timers keep the pace

Broadcast easily. Bring everyone 
together and share the work



It works
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How does Welo help maintain high performance 
in a hybrid work world? A 40+ person team from 
a leading employee research and engagement 
organisation measured the impact of using Welo 
themselves. 

This data shows the difference in individual 
survey results within 3 weeks of using Welo. The 
data shows movement in absolute points, scored 
out of 100. For instance, “I feel my team 
collaborated effectively this week” moved from a 
score of 69 to 96.

I feel…



Teams that use Welo have shorter meetings.

We looked at over 60,000 interactions in 
Welo over a 30 day period. The findings were 
clear. Teams had established patterns of 
working with lower duration, higher impact 
conversations. 

What did that mean for those team members? 
More time back in their day to do focused, 
continuous work and achieve their flow state.

Teams in Welo also tell us that by breaking the 
traditional ‘meeting nexus’, they also 
rediscovered the water cooler conversation - 
critical to human connection in teams and 
their ability to innovate. 

Get time back
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Shorter, higher impact 
conversations means time 

back in your day



Create a memorable workshop experience, right within the world’s 
leading video conference platform. Available within Zoom 
Meetings, Welo complements the Zoom experience with an 
immersive visual space, fully functional breakout rooms, and 
elevated interactions.



Easy collaboration

A better experience of work

Smart spaces



Cliff Pollan, Co-Founder

cliff.pollan@welo.space  +1 617 901 3076

Find a time to talk

https://calendly.com/cliff-pollan/30min

